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Question 2 

The Sun sign & aspects contain the features that must be developed during life to realise 

conscious potential. How would you appraise the influence of her Father in helping or limiting 

her potential, and how may she empower herself toward her creative outcomes? 

Female: 3rd June 1986 at 1:03pm in Calgary, Canada  
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The Sun, symbolic of our conscious need to individuate and move toward self-

actualisation, involves struggles which can be reflected and experienced on various levels of 

consciousness, encouraging personal awareness. Observing this woman’s Sun sign and aspects 

will reveal themes surrounding the imprint of her Father and paternal inheritance, encouraging 

consciousness of her creative potential and need to own, integrate, and regenerate her 

perceptions of the Solar masculine, and become the heroine of her own life and quest to ‘know 

thyself’. 

This lady could perceive her Father as an important figure, always on the go, and 

someone she seeks validation from (Sun 10thH-Gemini conjunct MC), but being in mutable air 

connecting with him may have been difficult, and she may have utilised various means of 

expression to try get closer to him, aligning herself with unconscious processes encouraging 

consciousness of her repressed masculinity/animus. (Sun conjunct Black Moon Lilith 10thH-

Gemini). He may have come across wounded or different carrying repressed rage around a 

possible intellectual disability, expressing sarcasm with authority or in his career possibly 

presenting the darker side of Mercury’s trickster qualities. (Lilith/Sun/Chiron conjunct-

Stellium; Mercury, in rulership, disposits Stellium 10thHouse-Gemini). This may have 

encapsulated psychological confusion, grief and rage during her emotional developmental 

years where she may have repressed hurtful thoughts and comments, placing boundaries on her 

creative foundations. (Saturn(R)conjunct Sagittarius-IC). Now that she’s older and has come 

to her first Saturn return, she’s better able to reclaim her power and potential by expressing her 

story through her career, making it conscious, and lifting the taboo of having to remain silent, 

although it could be a painful experience. (Stellium-10thH-Gemini). 

Wounding or an unconventional image is bound with her Father, and her need to be 

heard or acknowledged may not have been fulfilled or was misinterpreted. (Sun/Chiron/Lilith-
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Stellium10thHouse-Gemini). She could experience underlying conflict involved with neglect 

or manipulation from her Father because of this, and later these themes could unconsciously 

trigger in conflicts with authority, or through an inability to sense acceptance and security in a 

career. (Sun/Chiron/Lilith-Stellium10thH-Gemini). Communication and getting her message 

across is emphasised (Mercury disposits Sun/Chiron/Lilith-Stellium10thH-Gemini), and 

perhaps she could empower herself through writing about her pain, bridging the gap for healing 

to take place around the image of her Father and the masculine.  

It’s possible these perceptions influence her mind and body, and reflect through when 

meeting new challenges and what she aspires to show the world. (Mercury rules Virgo-Asc; 

disposits Sun/Chiron/Lilith-Stellium10thH-Gemini). Prominent mythic themes around 

rejection, repression, not being good enough and being exiled are expressed by the Stellium 

planets, suggesting she needs to accept her differences and sacrifice the painful thoughts and 

perceptions to receive inner wellbeing and healing. This affliction, linked with her paternal 

line, requires her to break taboos and bring consciousness to repressed unspoken truths, perhaps 

sacrificing her attachment to her Fathers approval, releasing feelings of inadequacy, shame and 

guilt in order to discover her true expression in the world, while developing a relationship with 

her inner divinity. (Mercury disposits Sun/Chiron/Lilith-Stellium). 

She may have experienced both parents as oppressive and manipulative, placing 

boundaries on her intellectual and creative development with too many rules and regulations, 

possibly leaving her feeling inadequate, unsupported, criticised, judged, abandoned or 

depressed. (Sun/Lilith conjunct MC-Gemini opposes Saturn(R) conjunct IC-Sagittarius). This 

uncomfortable experience may have initiated a predisposed solar task toward claiming her 

authority and identity through determination and effort, encouraging her to remove restrictions 

and expose her wounds which could be healing for herself as well as others. 
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It’s possible this lady experiences tension between her expanding awareness of 

unconscious processes taking place in her partnerships, with her conscious understanding of 

how she thinks they should be, influenced by the damaged or unavailable image her Father 

may have modelled. (Sun conjunct Chiron 10thH-Gemini square Jupiter 7thH-Pisces). The 

waxing square, a crisis in action between these planets, provides an opportunity to discover 

healing and meaning in her relationships, with her Father, as well as with her experience of the 

masculine, though the awareness may not come easily. Memories, dreams, or creative and 

spiritual disciplines surrounding her earlier family life and experience of Mother, may have 

also shaped her perceptions around relationships adding to her sensitivity and urge to retreat 

back into old familiar patterns (Neptune(R) 4thH-Capricorn disposits Jupiter 7thH-Pisces), 

influenced by the image of her repressed family life reflecting her struggle to find a secure 

identity. (Saturn rules Neptune(R) 4thH-Capricorn). 

The perception of an unavailable, detached Father may have enhanced her sense of 

insecurity and disruption in the family, which may have left her feeling depressed. (Sun 

conjunct Chiron 10thH-Gemini opposes Uranus(R)4thH-Sag; Saturn conjunct IC). She may 

have perceived him as different and unusual (Sun/Chiron/Lilith-Stellium), creating instability 

in the family environment by implementing unconventional, idealistic beliefs (Sun/Chiron 

opposition Uranus(R)4thH-Sag), which influenced her ego development, sense of security, and 

ignited an urge to escape. (Saturn aspecting the cross of matter-Asc/Dec/MC/IC; disposits 

Neptune 4thH-Capricorn). 

She may try compensating for her Father through authority figures and her career, 

travelling or talking a lot, while feeling alone and with an endless pain. Ironically, Uranus, the 

‘great awakener’ suggests the experiences of her Father gift her with an awareness, 

encouraging her to become conscious and individuate, healing her perceived afflictions, so that 
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she can bring her wisdom, truth and healing to others through a possible vocation. 

(Sun/Chiron/Mercury opposite Uranus; Sun/Chiron/Lilith-Stellium 10thH-Gemini trine Vertex 

6thH-Aquarius). She could receive insight, personal awareness and healing by reframing her 

perspectives through writing or personal reflection, perhaps publishing or broadcasting her 

story for public awareness, although this could be painful. 

Chiron conjunct the Sun in Gemini opposing Uranus(R) in Sagittarius both square 

Jupiter in Pisces, form a mutable T-square, reflecting the myth involving Chiron who sacrifices 

himself to release his own, as well as Prometheus’ pain, and Jupiter at the apex suggests 

‘redemption’ may be found by exploring unconscious patterns triggered in her relationships 

which could encourage personal awareness and consciousness of her potential. 

Tension around the masculine and how she presents and expresses herself could be 

addressed by creatively asserting herself through utilising techniques such as art therapy in a 

secure environment. (Sun opposite Saturn(R) forms Mutable-T-square with Virgo-Ascendant; 

Mercury inconjunct Mars 5thH-Capricorn). Incorporating a holistic approach to her daily rituals 

could provide the flexibility she needs which will encourage more inclusive relationships and 

routines, supporting her healing. (Sun conjunct Chiron trine Vertex 6thH-Aquarius). 

Complex and difficult themes surround perceptions of this ladies Father, and 

approaching this symbolically and mythically could encourage her with insights to creatively 

empower and heal herself, coming to realise her individual potential seeking personal 

expression, as is encouraged by the Sun’s placement in her chart. 

Words: 1100 
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